CONVENTION AND LOCAL NEED CHANGE

Many workers are continuing to talk about the recent U.A.W. Convention and the coming U.A.W. contract-talks between Reuther and the auto management.

Practically every rank and file worker feels there is no longer any need for a convention. They say we should have a voice in how we want to help the unemployed, some of whom have made great contributions to the U.A.W., to get $500 and more to each delegate—3,000 of them—just to go to a convention to listen to some proposal that every worker in the union knows will be accepted if Reuther wants it that way? There is no more electing to some proposal that every worker in the union knows will be accepted if Reuther wants it that way? There is no more electing to some proposal that every worker in the union knows will be accepted if Reuther wants it that way? There is no more electing to some proposal that every worker in the union knows will be accepted if Reuther wants it that way? There is no more electing to some proposal that every worker in the union knows will be accepted if Reuther wants it that way? There is no more electing to some proposal that every worker in the union knows will be accepted if Reuther wants it that way?

Presidential News Conference, April 11

BUREAUCRATS SHOW SCORN FOR PRINCIPLES

There is such an organized bureaucratic setup that there is no concern for principle whatsoever. For example, in Local 212 the treasurer ran on the Reuther slate as a delegate to the convention and he lost. Many other proposed delegates lost also, and the president of the local did not even run as a delegate.

The election of delegates from the members of the local called a hurried Executive Board meeting and had the board vote to send them to the convention, not as delegates, but as observers at $500 each! The constitution of the U.A.W. and the by-laws of the local clearly state that the membership is the highest ruling body—and the membership had clearly rejected the financial secretary when he ran.

The president got elected as an opposition to the Reuther Slate, but he had been the recording secretary. The recording secretary was elected as an independent candidate; he had been elected the terms before the president of the local group in the first place, and especially the financial secretary, began to yell that the local was so desperately in need of money that they could not carry the recording secretary as a full time officer and he would have to return to the plant to work. This was voted on. The recording secretary retired to the plant, but this was mainly because he was in opposition to the Reuther Slate.

RANK AND FILE SUPPORTS PRESIDENT

The following election, the new opposition president was elected on a rank-and-file slate. He fought for and won a proposal that the recording secretary return to his office in the local. The workers were behind him. He defeated every proposal the Reuther group came up with which was not in the interest of the union.

The Reuther group was still yelling that the union was nearly broke. A worker pointed out that the financial secretary had been paying a chief steward some $25 or more a day to do union work, and that this same chief steward came to work every afternoon and worked eight hours, or at least came in the plant and slept eight hours.

After this was brought out, the president asked for a motion that would add another officer as an administrator to the president. The membership would exceed 8,000. It was voted on by the membership and passed. But when this last officer was put on, the financial secretary refused to pay him.

They ran to the International Union to get a ruling on this. The Reuther big boy said that the majority of the local officers were not elected by the rank and file, and that the president was wrong in asking for a motion from the chair. It had come from some member from the floor it would stand.

REJECTED BUREAUCRATS MAKE DEAL

They had a big day at the last meeting defeating all the International Rep­resentative's big bad bureaucrats who are members of the local. When these bureaucrats saw that the members had rejected them, they called a secret conference with the local's president and some leading members of the Rank-and-File opposition caucus.

They made a deal to merge the two caucuses by saying that there are some 15 jobs which will be open this year on the International Union staff, and that if the Reuther slate is defeated, one of the members of the local slate will be appointed to one of these positions. The president can appoint two administrators if he takes one Reutherite and one Rank-and-File, with the understanding that both together unite against the recording secretary to defeat him. If this is agreed to, no one can lose a position in the coming election.

The slate of the rank-and-file followed it hook, line and sinker. They now have two administrators. Workers are ask­ ing: where did all this money come from suddenly? How was it that only one of the local unions sent three and four representatives to the March On Washington, and we barely could send two?

A worker said that a delegate who was elected in Local 490 made foreman a week later, and also was a convention delegate.

BULLETIN!

Mao accuses Kruschev of being the "biggest capitulationist in history." Kruschev is himself a big land­owner, the military will now carry out expropriation of the private un­tilled lands so that farms could be provided for the landless peasants; 2) Nationalization of private oil refineries; 3) Grant­ing the vote to 20 million Bra­zilian illiterates; 4) Legalization of the '14 to 18' Party; 5) Curtailment of loans by the Bank of Brazil; 6) Lift­ing of the ban on a second straight term for Brazil's Presi­dent.

This program was opposed by the big landowners, the big in­dustrialists, the Catholic Church and the military forces. There­upon, with the support of the U.S. so-silent aid of American imper­ialism, following the assurance by President Johnson's special­ist on Latin American Affairs, Assistant Secretary of State Thomas Mann, that the Admin­istration would no longer follow the Kennedy policy of withhold­ing recognition from Latin America, the big landowners, backed by their armies, forced President Goulart to flee the country.

THE MILITARY AND THE RESISTANCE

It is the equivalent of the governors of Alabama, Mississippi and Texas being publicly behind the president. They have a big day at the last meeting defeating all the International Represent­ative's big bad bureaucrats who are members of the local. When these bureaucrats saw that the members had rejected them, they called a secret conference with the local's president and some leading members of the Rank-and-File opposition caucus.

They made a deal to merge the two caucuses by saying that there are some 15 jobs which will be open this year on the Inte­rnational Union staff, and that if the Reuther slate is defeated, one of the members of the local slate will be appointed to one of these positions. The president can appoint two administrators if he takes one Reutherite and one Rank-and-File, with the understanding that both together unite against the recording secretary to defeat him. If this is agreed to, no one can lose a position in the coming election.

The slate of the rank-and-file followed it hook, line and sinker. They now have two administrators. Workers are ask­ing: where did all this money come from suddenly? How was it that only one of the local unions sent three and four representa­tives to the March On Washington, and we barely could send two?
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They Toil Not—Nor Strike

GLASGOW, Scotland—It was Pope Leo XIII who said that the Socialists play on the poor man's envy of the rich. It is probably true that some propagandists do not strike at the root of the matter, that some leaders are all landed aristocrats, properly speaking, and but of others who have never done a useful thing in their lives, are all unamiable in their conditioned activities of strikers.

Sir Alec Douglas-Home, whose wife has just had a baby, is interested in production. Hevisited the Royal Alex Hospital. He photographed taken with his eye-piece fixed on some gadzet or other as if trying to find out how it works. Afterwards he was taken home by plane.

Princess Alexandra, whose husband is the director, and son of a Lord, has also had a baby. Two more members of the royal family are about to have babies. No strikers have appeared in the streets. The씩 line so far as royal babies are concerned. It is likely, however, that the royal hero will not add anything to the labour force. While the royal babies grow up their productive activities will be the same as that of their parents.

Sir Alec Douglas-Home’s daughter has also had a baby. Sir Alec is very proud of his aristocratic ancestry. He knows nothing about the conditions concerning about striking workers, he intends to launch an inquiry into the trade-unions—after the general election.

His son, David, having failed his preliminary examination in P.P.E. in politics, philosophy and economics. His only help was from Sir Roy Harrod, the well-known bourgeois economist. The sons prepare to follow in the footsteps of their father. They will allow no class alliance to divide them. They go on the assumption that capitalism will continue and that the parasites will go on living on the backs of the workers. It is the world in which they come their way. They will be disappointed. The workers will see to that.

A New Yorker photographer has just had a baby. Mr. Ben Ross, editor of the New York Times, who is about to have babies. No strikes will be the same as babies grow up their productive activities will be the same as that of their parents.

Way of the World

The American way of life is dominated by white people, and the Negro people—because the rich man is usually the black man in his power and influence. There is a doubt that it has caused this country to be called a Mad, Mad World.

These big rich leaders do big talking about giving the poor man a chance to vote for something they want to do. But who believes in those leaders who have led the black and the poor so far wrong and are still trying to hold the white man over there? As a result they are finding it a little different from the way they wanted to go.

They see that the white and the Negro people are ready to fight for their freedom. The “lower classes” have learned by giving some of their money to get an education, that there is something these leaders don’t like.

An Addled lady who is on the radio every morning prays this prayer: “Lord, for- give us for the things we have done.” But Lord, we black folks should not be expected to have the white people’s brains. Lord, we black people don’t know what they are asking for. Lord, for the first place, because You said in the Bible to work, there is some question of the men eligible for the long exam. There’s the pay proposition, too. You don’t pay for the 13 weeks, when you get your first salary. And the other 10 weeks you get only your base pay, without any shift or location difference. This can make a difference of 500 less a week in many cases.

A lot of the old timers are saying they don’t mind the cut, but as long as the Negroes have jobs for young men. But this hasn’t been heard by near the thousands of jobs that have been talked about. Paying on the basis of each man on vacation, it’s been more like a tax for work on the men who are working.

FUND COULD DROP

The plan itself is supported by a fund calling for 12½ cents per man for each holiday. The way things are in steel, we could be down to working six months out of a year, reducing the amount of money in the fund and the number of men who can take extended vacations.

There are many facts about the Negro as bait. As usual, the Negro as bait.

MAD DOGS

There was commotion and excitement outside the University of Michigan. The Negro as bait.
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Men Have No Defense With Union Gone

COMBS, Ky.—The coal operators here say the same as operators everywhere. They're not interested in people. Everything they need is coal. In coal and they find foremen who feel the same way. Union officers are trying to organize the miners but all the a.m.e. The difference, and it's a big one, that union officers for the most part can't get any union, you can get a living wage, and have any insurance. Operators are keen, other men and still keep your job if your boss tries to force you to do something dangerous.

For example, I was a shot fireman, and I worked on the roof. We were driving this one heading that was supposed to be 700 feet away from another section that was driving alongside of us and to the right of us.

DRILLS THROUGH THE HOLE

The men who had just cut the right hand heading on our section, and we went in to drill through the two holes on the left side, and bumpy them up with dynamite.

The Kentucky miners have been ordered by the company to stop activity. We urge mine officers to stop it. They're interested in the people; they're interested in the company, and some of its effects. Readers are invited to send in their comments.

Hazard, Kentucky.

Kentucky Miner's View

Automation's Shock Created 'Will To Organize' in Men

(EDITOR'S NOTE: The following article, written by a HAZARD, Ky. miner, appeared in the Kentucky News & Letters, deals with Automation and some of its effects. Readers are invited to send in their comments.)

... HAZARD, Ky.—Mechanization has been a class beneficiary. We urge readers to consider the effect of Automation on the lives of all men—food, clothes, and mortgage. Packages and dances are appraised of the danger of Automation and the impending doom. The Appalachian Committee for the Defense of Labor has asked the Mrs. Charles Moore, Combs, Kentucky.

Demands of Negro Garbage Workers Stun Jackson Miss.

(EDITOR'S NOTE: The following article and accompanying Editorial, except on this page, published in booklet form, and given out to the workers so they can get a living wage, and have any insurance. Operators are keen, other men and still keep your job if your boss tries to force you to do something dangerous.
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WORKERS WANT ACTION ON CONDITIONS

Last month's UAW convention in Atlantic City took place against a background of mounting work stoppages in auto assembly plants. These strikes all involved well-worked-out union and company standards and the conditions that prompted them convinced the convention to resolve that working conditions would again come under the contract negotiators' consideration this summer.

More than fringe benefits or a few pennies, working conditions have been the constant concern of the rank-and-file union worker. It is a battle that women delegate from Dodge Local 2 in the Detroit area said that she felt the average auto worker would win unless the unions made sure that something could be done to get rid of the "brutal and inhuman conditions that exist."

RELIEF TIME AND SPEED-UP

At the recent Detroit General Motors and Chrysler workers are allowed two 12 minute relief periods in a shift. What workers are looking for is not a simple extension of, or addition to, the relief time. What they want to do away with is the present system that allows two 12 minute periods in a shift. What they want is to do away with them all—weigh heavily upon the production worker in auto work today.

Once again at this convention Reuther got approval of a resolution allowing "flexibility and maneuverability for our negotiators as far as relief time is concerned." The old redhead, the master of substitution at work, officially and for the first time, promised to bargain for what he wants. Convention decisions are just advisory, to be forgotten as soon as Reuther leaves the convention hall.

But the last Special Bargaining Convention of the United Automobile Workers took place in Detroit three years ago, Reuther left his caravan of bargaining a Swim to lead a phony show the profits plan for American Motors Corporation workers in Kenosha, Wis. There were no negotiations, there were no union and wage hour issues at the conference.

This year the negotiators' knapsack will have even more tricks to dazzle the eyes of the unwary. Triple time for overtime. 1.5 times the normal wage for the first 40 hours. 2 times the normal wage for the next 20 hours. 3 times the normal wage for the next 10 hours. Plus the entire contract.$1.25 per hour for the entire contract. After the contract expires the worker has the right to choose between the package that had received Reuther's approval they rejected the package of the last three years ago. What is the answer to a vote? But only after he sent in his boys to "educe" the AMC workers.

Once again at this convention Reuther got approval of a resolution

Thus it looks as if the strikes and the walking off the job in auto will again have to speak in the only language that people understand. That's the language of all people, the language of all people.

Wages increase the Union concentrates on already very high wages for the auto workers. The average worker left in the shops three days as it was expected the strike will. But what is the wants is early retirement, and some hope for his children future.

"If it is a horrible thing to feel that you have created a situation you are not willing to solve, to have to say to your son: I've created such a mess that I want out, and I give it to you.

That is one of the reasons it is urgent to find some solution out of this situation for all, and to find it NOW.

Auto Worker Detroit

"The company have taken "fatigue" out of the English language. There is no longer any reference to the worker who gets tired. There is room for a policy which is the "human" who can keep up with it.

Chrysler Worker Detroit

Walter treated the delegates to another dream of his. The UAW Foundation for Youth. He wanted UAW to give scholarships to likely youth, which isn't a bad idea if there's only one Reuther wants to make sure the scholarship fund is tied to Reuther. I wonder when Reuther will build his first statue to himself?

Chrysler Worker Detroit

Walter seems to think he can "educate" the company. He is not going to stand on his head. He is not going to be a "slavewever" where I work! Production Worker Detroit

"Many women are hold jobs with the UAW, but they have never been leading jobs. There are never allowed the women to be in the recreation committees or the like.

This year the gals announced that it lost. Women are Non or 20 years of struggle to get a Negro on the Exer. Board of the UAW and they did not intend to wait 20 years when the women in a group want to get a woman up there.

They had all the facts and figures, and the people of the number women now in industry was truly surprising. But there was no place for the Negroes there in a sea of about 3000 men.

They didn't win their point this year, but they put the whole world in a Non or 20 years of struggle to get a Negro on the Exer. Board of the UAW and they did not intend to wait 20 years when the women in a group want to get a woman up there.

"They used to plead that Detroit had no proper place to build a convent. Then the city built Coloh Hall at great expense, but they still won't hold the convention there. They did hold it in the Cleveland center last fall. They found out that it was too close to home, too.

They now run to Atlantic City— but some New Jersey workers should remember that they couldn't really "get away from it all," even there, by coming over to picket them on the boardwalk. So far as I'm concerned, that was the best thing that happened there.

Delegates Detroit

Detroit is the birthplace and the home-base of the UAW. They make the convention as far away as possible from where the rank-and-file live. This is the like.

They used to plead that Detroit had no proper place to build a convent. Then the city built Coloh Hall at great expense, but they still won't hold the convention there. They did hold it in the Cleveland center last fall. They found out that it was too close to home, too.

They now run to Atlantic City— but some New Jersey workers should remember that they couldn't really "get away from it all," even there, by coming over to picket them on the boardwalk. So far as I'm concerned, that was the best thing that happened there.

Delegates Detroit

Rank-and-File Detroit

BOOKS FOR MISSISSIPPI

I am writing to thank you for your help in getting the Michigan-Canton for our project. The books will be catalogued and arranged for the new community center in Canton. The Michigan-Canton Community Project is receiving matching grants from the National Endowment for the Humanities and the Ford Foundation. In addition, the Detroit Community Fund is tied to Reuther. I am very glad to report that

Friends Boarding School

BOATS FOR MISSISSIPPI

Friends Boarding School

The Peace March here attracted itself to the peace movement Now movement by drawing in the 1964 March will be supported by SNCC in co-sponsors. Linus Pauling, as usual, chaired the committee. He also had as speakers: Young Neighborhood organizing committee, and the chairman of CORE. It was under the guidance of the Voluntary Action Project and the CORE Michigan for CORE. Through non-violent means we can defend and extend the war in Mississippi. Therefore I am now William, to hold a conference in early summer.

Dear Students, You are cordially invited to the New Friends Boarding School Library in Ohio, Ohio 44617.

The Peace March here attracted itself to the peace movement Now movement by drawing in the 1964 March will be supported by SNCC in co-sponsors. Linus Pauling, as usual, chaired the committee. He also had as speakers: Young Neighborhood organizing committee, and the chairman of CORE. It was under the guidance of the Voluntary Action Project and the CORE Michigan for CORE. Through non-violent means we can defend and extend the war in Mississippi. Therefore I am now William, to hold a conference in early summer.

May I assure you that your cooperation, and your appreciation the names and addresses of people interested and would write them to ex-

Friends Boarding School
American Civilian on Trial, and 60 copies of News & Letters. There is a simple reason that they did not mass mail the thousands of groups in the Negro community singing Free

American to the American Civilian on Trial, and 60 copies of News & Letters. There is a simple reason that they did not mass mail the thousands of groups in the Negro community singing Free N&L, and we sold our last 24 copies of News & Letters to our library bookers.

Committee Member

Los Angeles

(Editors Note: For a com-
parison between these “multi-
tissue” marginals and the genuine mergers “from below” see Eugene Walker’s “How to Begin” on page 6.)

The CND (Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament) is be-
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massive school boycott protest candidates

Canton, Miss. — Over 2,622 Canton Junior and Senior high school students walked out of school last March in protest over the conditions of their employment. The students sent a letter...
The workers' center, or the petroleum camps, but was the city where they had more militant people, mostly in the university.

Internally and transform it into a para-military organization for armed struggle. . . .

... called on the youth, where most of its active members were...

I960, showed that it was the purpose of the P.C.V. coalition (a minority fraction of the government party, the most elementary revolutionary contradiction to the most elementary revolutionary tactics that Lenin learned in the Russian Revolution.) ...

..."Unity" meant only continuity of exploitation, and nothing to do with the thesis of Leninist fighting, for it reduced the problem to situations of revenge. It was called "to put to justice". What a falser revolutionary definition of "nationalism"...

...What happened with the basic idea of Lenin about the soldiers? In 1917 the communist soldiers frustrated with the petty bourgeois regimentation (a minority fraction of the government party) and supports it actively in the armed fight against the officers...

...The Armed Front of National Liberation (F.A.L.N.)

At the end of 1962, as the organization of the armed fraction insists, the rhythm of violence necessary to make a strong pressure on the governmental and military apparatus...

..."united fronts of opposition", among the working class, liberal bourgeoisie, national-liberal, anti-imperialist, and popular Army.

...The P.C.V. insists it has the control of this organization, both moderate (the best from the best) and supports it actively in the armed fight. The use of a uniform and a flag of its own reveals to what a degree it is tied to the petty bourgeois tendency of armed minorities. (See Lenin's works on armed minorities)...

...that the armed struggle.

...The 1963 Elections

The famous events of November and December 1960, showed that it was the purpose of the P.C.V. to liquidate the working class. But they did not have enough confidence nor class-consciousness. A great mass movement was declining and a decisive action seemed impossible. The P.C.V. called for the elections. The workers and peasants were concentrated, to recognize the party internally and transform it into a para-military organization for armed struggle.

The P.C.V. continued the armed struggle as a vital and victorious war, with the working class. We can see, that in the beginning of 1961, the P.C.V. did not fight in the factories, the workers' center, or the petroleum camps, but hit the government only in Caracas, because that was the city where they had more militant people, mostly in the university. The guerrilla machine which had been prepared for one year was put into real action. The P.C.V. went away, little by little, from the masses, reducing its armed organization to a handful of youth who were explosive and wasted to struggle for the masses... the capitalist solution and not followed this road, and were not told to . . .

...that was the "victory" of the workers' consciousness when led by the F.A.L.N., the P.C.V., the Commune, only, far from helping the masses to attain class-consciousness, helped the rightist fraction in the composition of the coalition solution, and not fight the support of the ignorant masses of the country and the cities (annulling them for action, at least by a anarchistic and terrorism campaign). The P.C.V. permitted the stability of the regime and five more years of oppression.

...The struggle of armed groups is the characteristic fighting method of the petty-bourgeois elements, the intellectually impotent, who do not have confidence in the development of the mass-struggle.

A position that was far from being any immediate action was pursued against the military and the police, the murder of policemen and soldiers of no importance, not on duty, in traps that had nothing to do with the thesis of Leninist fighting, for it reduced the problem to situations of revenge, it was called "to put to justice". What a false revolutionary definition of "nationalism" . . .

...It is curious that the "theorectical" of the urban war never killed an important officer or a police chief. When the F.A.L.N. managed to "reveal to what a degree it is tied to the petty bourgeois tendency of armed minorities."

"'. . .the soldier fights to maintain the bourgeoisie; the officer fights against his class. We must remember that the urban war never killed an important officer or a police chief..."

...with the disintegration of the military dictatorship, the Junta had wanted to keep out of the formation of the government, the P.C.V., represented by the M.L.M. (a minority fraction of the government party) and for Democratic Action in the opposition... the popular Democratic Front (F.D.P.) which supported the popular Democratic Front (P.D.F.) and the National Democratic Front (N.D.F.)..."unity" etc. .. .

...The Alliance with the Bourgeoisie

The P.C.V. did not so consider it. They became an active as an independent political form. It was in that moment of political crisis, when the masses, well led, might have been able to draw the entire country with them, without the workers, the students, and others, and the other party calling for "Unity", denying the Leninist position on provisional governments: "No support must be given to the provisional government which does not have the utter falsity of all its promises must be exposed ... Experience, the only true political and revolutionary..."

...We may wonder: Did the Communist leaders, followers of Lenin's Party, believe in the government coalition?

If they did, it was a vulgar mistake that is in conflict with the most important element revolutionary tactics that Lenin learned in the Russian Revolution. If they did not—if they knew the promises were lies, that the government of the majority of the country, even militarists and bourgeois elements of the country, even militarists and bourgeoisie...

...We do not believe in the possibility of such a mistake...

The Coalition

...Once Romulo Betancourt's government had been established and the most important elements of the P.C.V., the rightist parties attacked the P.C.V. to satisfy the American capitalists. In the first year of the government of the P.C.V., the coalition was defined as "democratic" and parliamentary opposition (exactly like the Congress). The coalition (a minority fraction of the government party) assumed after going out of the government coalition."

For the first time, the congress had many super-rightist elements from the national bourgeoisie; Farmers and the small political parties. It could have liquidated the F.A.L.N. groups and the Popular Democratic Front. It was in a very critical situation, but we are glad to publish these excerpts and make the desperate call for "National Unity."

The Position of the Venezuelan Communist Party

...To a conscious revolutionary, the motive of the government's appeal to the workers was clear, "Unity" meant only continuity of exploitation, and nothing to do with the thesis of Leninist fighting. Nevertheless, the Venezuelan Communist Party (P.C.V.) did not so consider it. They became an active as an independent political form. It was in that moment of political crisis, when the masses, well led, might have been able to draw the entire country with them, without the workers, the students, and others, and the other party calling for "Unity", denying the Leninist position on provisional governments: "No support must be given to the provisional government which does not have the utter falsity of all its promises must be exposed... Experience, the only true political and revolutionary tactic that Lenin learned in the Russian Revolution...

..."Silence"..."National Unity", but in Venezuela the situation was different, and that anyone except the workers could make the social revolution—then they were helping to dope the workers.

"All the press in the country, even the official government press, is called on all the same to support the bourgeois..."

...They did not believe in the possibility of such a mistake...

The Armed struggle

...The famous events of November and December 1960, showed that it was the purpose of the P.C.V. to liquidate the working class. But they did not have enough confidence nor class-consciousness. A great mass movement was declining and a decisive action seemed impossible. The P.C.V. called for the elections. The workers and peasants were concentrated, to recognize the party internally and transform it into a para-military organization for armed struggle."

...For the first time, the congress had many super-rightist elements from the national bourgeoisie;...
U.S. Support of Brazil's Army Coup Aids Repression

The right-wing gang busters who are "cleaning out" the Brazilian workers on the march are talking about 127 Labor Party Department Store strikers being sent to Senators out of 66 in the Senate. Former President Kubitschek, in a right-wing campaign to excuse violence for property against property or personal liberty, did not hesitate to cry "rumor to avoid excesses. They protested that civil liberties were being violated by the authorities and the Army.

Banco will have power to seize all government expenditure and pay for a premium of the return to congress by the people. This is an all constitutional guarantees suspended for six months. His rule is declared illegal by the most authoritative since the constitution of the Menghi Vargas dictator.

He will have the power to retract orders, and to command "extremists" from all official agencies -- and the government departments. All the political freedom thrown in jail within the first five years of suppression and freedom from discrimination.

ROSE OF AMERICAN IMPERIALISM

For 100 years Brazil has been suffering from runaway inflation during which communism was born. The solution is a single year, food was in short supply and interest rates of 40 percent were common.

Poverty and disease drove hundreds of thousands of peo- ple into the favelas, the shantytown that surrounds Rio. The idea of "suffering together" in this manner tells their own story: Hill of the Flowers, the Dog Hill of the Wolf.

The conditions that exist in Latin America are very closely associated with the minds of the leadership of the United States domination along the lines of just two or three basic conditions that dominated that continent for so long.

American governments have maintained an aggressive policy toward the South american countries that has not suited them. Cuba was occupied in 1961, in Nicaragua in 1965 and set up an independent government in Central America. But Cuba under Fidel has been a satellite of Russia, this hope of independence violated by U.S. imperialism.

In 1959 the Cuban Revolu- tion at first acted as a great inspiration for Latin America. As it turned from its original objectives toward to state control, and finally, as the 1965 missile crisis that followed, became a satellite of Russia, this hope of independence violated by U.S. imperialism.

Now, however, the present United States' military coup will help create more Communists--not only in Brazil but throughout Latin America--than Castro ever did, for there seems to be no way out of the stranglehold of their own search for freedom.